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Expert Presentations, Optimal Networking
at ICMA’s 2022 EXPO
| By Jeffrey E. Barnhart
ICMA’s 2022 Card Manufacturing & Personalization EXPO will unite
the pioneers and trendsetters in the card industry to provide attendees with a truly unique
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and valuable experience.
In 2022, we want to highlight how our industry has adapted to change with our conference
theme Cards Reimagined. ICMA members are at the leading edge of technological and
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design advancements that translate into the multitudes of secure and non-secure
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The EXPO will take place from May 15-18 at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa, Florida

transactions that transpire seamlessly across the world every day.
and will foster idea-sharing, collaborative and fun experiences for card manufacturers,
personalizers and suppliers. The agenda features expert presentations by today’s thought
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leaders and tomorrow’s trailblazers as well as informal and formal networking opportunities
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including ICMA’s signature EXPO golf outing, Élan Awards of Excellence ceremony and dinner
and Speed Networking session.
For the complete EXPO agenda, see page 12. To see which suppliers will be on the exhibit
floor throughout the event, see page 13.
To join us, register to attend the event at ICMAEXPO.com. We are truly excited to meet
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in-person again and can’t wait to see you there!
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There’s a lot of competition in the card manufacturing and
personalization/fulfillment industry, but ICMA’s Advanced Card
Education (ACE) designations will set you apart. They are awarded
to people with a broad and detailed knowledge of the industry who
successfully complete a rigorous exam. Will you be the next person
in your company to ACE it at our EXPO?
EXPO ACE Trainings:
ICMA ACE-Manufacturing Training Session: Sunday, May 15 from noon to 6 p.m.
ICMA ACE-Personalization Training Session: Tuesday, May 17 from 1-6 p.m.
ICMA ACE-Advanced Technologies Training Session: Wednesday, May 18 from noon to 6 p.m.

Card Manufacturing publishes
information for the benefit of its
members and readers. The sponsor,
International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA), the publisher and
the editors of Card Manufacturing™
cannot be held liable for changes,
revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
detailed information on the products,
programs, services or policies
covered in Card Manufacturing™,
it is recommended readers contact
the appropriate person, company,
agency or industry group.
™

EXPO ACE Exams:
ACE-M, ACE-P Exams: Wednesday, May 18 from 1-4 p.m.
ACE-A Exam: Thursday, May 19 from 8 a.m. to noon
As the demand for experts grows, continual training and expertise are crucial for
individuals—and companies�—to stay ahead of the pack.
For more information about registering for ACE training and exams at the EXPO, visit
icmaexpo.com/elan-awards-ace/.
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The Future is Now: Biometric
Smart Card Era Unfolds

Biometric smart cards have progressed through an extensive evolution
from complex, bulky and expensive formats to International Organization for Standardization-compliant, cost-efficient and scheme-certified
contactless products.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, ICMA Managing Editor
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We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry
announcements, association updates and other information that will influence and grow your
business. Card Manufacturing also includes messages from key industry executives as well as
news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined
feature for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or
services, new hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community
activities, case studies and any other industry news to Managing Editor Jennifer Kohlhepp
at jkohlhepp@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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feature story

Daniel Lützelschwab – agent, Folienwerk Wolfen GmbH

CIRCULAR ECONOMY:
OCEAN PLASTIC PROVIDES SUSTAINABLE
RAW MATERIAL FOR SMART CARDS

More and more banks, corporations and smart card manufacturers around the world are using
sustainable plastics. To follow this important trend, there is a promising innovation for identity
documents, Parley Ocean Plastic, that will help to solve a seemingly intractable problem.
Every year, more than eight million tons of plastic enter the world’s oceans, threatening ecosystems
and the animals that live there. According to science, 90% of large fish have disappeared from the
oceans since 1950. By 2050, 90% of the world’s coral reefs will have been destroyed, according to
forecasts. As marine biodiversity declines, so does the quality of human life. A major cause
of this development is the careless use of resources, which is responsible for global
warming, waste production and disappearing biodiversity.
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Successful initiatives are counteracting marine pollution.

It is important to view the environmental impact of plastics

For example, the global collaboration network Parley for the

in a holistic way, not only in terms of their carbon footprint,

Oceans and its Parley Ocean Plastic material, created from

which only looks at a single aspect, namely CO2 emissions.

upcycled plastic waste that was intercepted from beaches,

Only a life cycle analysis can determine the actual environ-

rivers and coastal communities before reaching the ocean.

mental impact: it holistically examines the environmental

Parley Ocean Plastic is used in electric cars, high-tech

impact of products throughout their entire life cycle (from

functional clothing and smart cards, and fulfills its new

cradle to grave) and is thus significantly more informative.

function perfectly.

GREEN CHEMISTRY IS THE BASIS FOR SUSTAINABLE PLASTICS

International companies, such as banks and credit card
manufacturers, are partners of Parley for the Oceans and
use Parley Ocean Plastic with great success for their
high-quality products. The material is also suitable for the
production of identity documents.

It is only possible to establish a truly sustainable and clean
circular economy if its products and processes comply with
the principles of Green Chemistry. The International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), the world’s leading
scientific body on chemistry, defines Green Chemistry

At the 26th World Climate Conference COP26 in Glasgow,

as “the utilization of a set of principles that reduces or

the 197 participating countries recognized that the world

eliminates the use or generation of hazardous substances

must do significantly more in climate protection this decade

in the design, manufacture and application of chemical

to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees. Plastic is a significant

products.” This definition lays the foundation for plastics

contributor to global warming, with both its production and

that can be used without hesitation.

combustion releasing greenhouse gases. The upcycling of
marine plastics represents a necessary change in thinking:
away from the currently prevailing linear open material
flows to closed cycles.

If the plastics industry wants to adhere to Green Chemistry requirements, it must eliminate toxic substances such
as halogens and endocrine disrupting chemicals such as
bisphenol A (BPA) from its raw materials and processes.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY: A WIN-WIN SOLUTION

Parley Ocean Plastic PET fully meets these criteria.

The circular economy aims at not throwing away resources,

PET IS FUTURE-ORIENTED AND RECYCLABLE

focusing instead on sustainable management. A recyclable
plastic such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) from marine
plastics can be reprocessed by means of mechanical,
molecular or enzymatic recycling. It easily rejoins the
material flow and can be processed into a new product.
It does not simply replace conventional plastics such as
polycarbonate and polyvinyl chloride, it is a sustainable
solution that goes one step further and sets
an example. The circular economy
is a working business case and
a win-win solution for the
economy, the environment and society.

The PET bottles that were intercepted from beaches, rivers
and coastal communities before reaching the ocean belong
to the polyester family. They are perfectly recyclable, whether
colorless or colored, clean or soiled. Polyesters also meet
the requirements of Green Chemistry as well as the EU
Chemicals Strategy, the central part of the “European Green
Deal.” They are free of toxic substances such as halogens
and BPA at every stage of the life cycle. Polyesters are
ideally suited for recycling.
It is assumed that only a limited proportion of plastic waste
can be mechanically recycled. Moreover, mechanical recycling leads to a secondary raw material of lower quality
with every recycling cycle the material went through. It thus
merely delays disposal. The largest share of plastic waste
can only be recycled molecularly or enzymatically.
These two recycling methods offer enormous advantages,
as they provide a secondary raw material of the highest
quality. Only molecular and enzymatic recycling allow
the complete closing of the loop and support the circular
continued on page 8
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feature story
Ocean Plastic, continued from page 7

economy. Both technologies

• World Economic Forum

allow plastic waste to be

(WEF), National Geo-

reintroduced directly into

graphic, Consumer Goods

the economic cycle—an

Forum and numerous

infinite number of times.

other non-governmental
organizations

The U.S. chemical company
Eastman Chemical has announced

• More than 50 academies,

that it will invest up to 1 billion U.S.

leading universities and other

dollars in a new material-to-material

educational institutions in

molecular recycling plant in France. From 2025,

numerous countries

up to 160,000 metric tons of difficult-to-recycle plastic
waste will be recycled here each year. Until then, this
waste will be thrown away.

Consumer goods groups around the world have made public
their goals for using sustainable plastics in recent years.
On the way to sustainable ID documents, plastics with a

Carbios, a pioneering biotech company, announced that

beneficial life cycle analysis such a s PET made from marine

it will build the first fully enzymatically recycled PET

plastics are pointing the way.

production plant in France in collaboration with Indorama
Ventures. The reference plant is scheduled to come on
stream in Longlaville in 2025 with a processing capacity of
50,000 metric tons of PET waste per year.
Recycled PET from marine plastic is the material of choice
for smartcards and ID documents in every respect. PET
is durable and enables the integration of all proven
security elements.

GLOBAL INITIATIVE FOR A NEW PLASTICS ECONOMY

This is an important step toward a clean circular economy
that meets people’s growing need for transparency and
environmental sustainability.

THE RIGHT MOMENT FOR DECISIONMAKERS AND
GOVERNMENTS IS NOW
Political and social pressure is increasing to make environmentally sound choices. Companies and document
issuers need to choose a sustainable, future-proof plastic
now and position themselves as pioneers in our industry.

The independent Ellen MacArthur Foundation, together

They should set an example. Identity documents are your

with the United Nations Environment Program, has

environmental statement to the world.

developed the very broad-based New Plastics Economy
Global Commitment initiative. The initiative is closely
aligned with IUPAC’s Green Chemistry definition and the
17 UN Sustainable Development Goals, and it advocates a
global circular economy. More than 500 organizations unite
behind a common vision with the goal of holistically solving
the problem of plastic waste pollution:

An identity document made from marine plastic has
symbolic character. PET credit cards made from marine
plastic are already being used extremely successfully and
are receiving the positive attention they deserve.
Now ID document issuers can be among the first in the
identity document market to seize this opportunity.

• More than 250 globally active companies (representing more than 20% of the plastic packaging
used worldwide)
• Governments on all five continents
• Global financial institutions (together they manage
$4 billion in assets)
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About the Author: Daniel Lützelschwab is CEO of smart
ecoﬁlms and a pioneer in sustainable, security-critical smart
cards and ID documents. He advocates the use of high-quality
recycled plastic from marine plastics instead of single use plastic. He is a partner and exclusive agent of ﬁlms for smart cards
and ID documents from Germany’s Folienwerk Wolfen GmbH.

Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

ICMA EXPO 2022:
Presenters to Reveal Latest Card Manufacturing and Design Trends
The global cards market size is expected to grow from
$251.33 billion in 2021 to $275.5 billion in 2022, at
a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.6%. In
2026, the global card market size is expected to grow
to $399.15 billion at a CAGR of 9.7%. The rising demand
for credit cards is expected to fuel the growth of the
cards market in the forecast period.

“The EXPO isn’t just the world’s only card-focused
event, it’s our place to unite and strategize successful
outcomes for all of our card industry initiatives and
endeavors. It will offer a great deal of networking
opportunities and a comprehensive agenda, with topics
centered around the theme,” said Jeffrey Barnhart, ICMA
founder and executive director.

Despite digitalization taking hold across the world,
physical cards continue to play a key role in our daily
lives and will for many years to come, as they are
continuously being reimagined to meet issuer and
consumer needs. Thus, the International Card Manufacturers Association (ICMA), the leading global card
association for card manufacturers and personalizers,
selected Cards Reimagined as the 2022 ICMA EXPO
theme. This in-person event is scheduled for May 15-18
at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa, Florida.

Following are ICMA EXPO presenters and topics:
Megan Anthony Bogard, design manager of CPI Card
Group, will present Reinventing Card Design Using
Traditional Materials. CPI is a payment technology
company and leading provider of credit, debit and
prepaid solutions.
The presentation will open with the importance of
gathering the materials needed to manufacture, before
ﬁnalizing the card design. Readily available core materials
serve as the foundation of the design phase, along with
ideas for selecting treatments to enhance the core and
continued on page 10

For exhibition and sponsorship information, email nlauzon@icma.com.
If you haven’t registered for this historic event yet or need more information,
visit ICMAEXPO.com.
ICMA.com
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EXPO news
ICMA EXPO, continued from page 9

Patrice Meilland, chief strategy and product

incorporate ways to differentiate the visual

officer at ZWIPE will present The Time

aesthetic of the card using elements that are

is Right for Biometric Payment Cards.

already integrated into traditional card manu-

Zwipe is pioneering next-generation biometric

facturing, changing the way the end user sees

card and wearables technology for payment

of the card product.

and physical & logistical access control and
identification solutions. This presentation will
discuss biometric cards as well as review

Chris Burket, senior product marketing engineer
of TDK Corporation, will present The 3 Ms: Metal,
Magnetics and Modules.
Today’s credit cards, besides being maxed out for many
owners, are also in a phase of continued migration from
all plastic to metal-plastic hybrids or full metal jacket smart
cards. With an outer surface metal configuration, there are a
number of new challenges encountered by the card maker.

2022

This presentation will focus on these issues, along with
some others, and will offer potential solutions to the
“challenges” through state-of-the-art magnetic materials.

the consumer, issuer and manufacturer views of these
types of cards.
Fabio Romano, marketing director of STMicroelectronics,
will present Biometric System-on-Cards. Romano will talk
about a smartcard containing a biometric sensor for selfauthentication, enrollment, template storage and matching
within the card. This is a completely battery-less solution
with energy harvesting and power domain management.
Denise Stewart, senior product manager of Entrust, will
present Modern Payment Card Possibilities.

In addition, a unique antenna module technology also will

Stewart said the future of the payment card is here. The abil-

be introduced, which will assist the card maker by reducing

ity to personalize and design cards with flat personalization

the layer count and card thickness, minimize variables in

(in any orientation, on either side of the card) has opened

the manufacturing process, and enable more consistent

the door for unique card differentiation. The increasing

electrical parameters.

evolution of fintechs and the shift modern banks are taking

Michael Dorner, owner and CEO, Varisucard, will present
Blockchain, NFT & Phygitals in the Card Industry:
A Game Changer? Most people know what a blockchain
is by now. But what are non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and

2022

phygitals and how can these new technologies generate

toward digital is challenging the card market to be more
innovative and agile. She will walk EXPO attendees through
a use case, where a card portfolio manager works with her
bureau to choose the technologies that best support her
new card and carrier designs.

billions in revenue? This presentation will review how the

David Tushie, standards and technical representative, ICMA

card industry can profit from these new technologies and

will present Digital Personalization. There is growing

introduce new ways of promoting cards and adding value

momentum for the integration (bridging) of physical cards

to the product.

and digital capabilities. Some of this is due to introduction

János Friss, head of travel document business unit of Jura
JSP GmbH, will present Why Physical Documents Still
Exist: Security by Portrait and Data. Jura is a solution provider for the high security prepress market, as well
as developer for the Jura Security Design Software.
Friss will discuss the trend toward the proliferation digital
credentials, carrying biographic information of the document
holder and enabling up-to-date electronic reading and
verification before justifying the need for physical (printed)
documents. Friss will share scenarios where these physical
documents are still unavoidable and give clear explanations
of security solutions, which meet the requirements of digital
age. He also will show the reading/verification/authentication of physical documents with various devices, including
smartphones.
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the card, while maintaining full functionality
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the design elements in unison. It also will
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of features that are only achievable with a digital platform.
Other drivers are related to a seamless and familiar interface to users comfortable with, and preference for, digital
devices at the center of their daily activities. These changes
will drive new possibilities for customized personalization
that enhance these digital features that are unlocked by the
physical card.
Kelsey Tweedly, marketing manager, ICMA, will present
How to Capitalize on ICMA’s Marketing Efforts to
Beneﬁt Your Company. Learn all that ICMA does from a
marketing perspective and how your company can leverage
these efforts to increase visibility among your customers
and prospects and enhance your overall industry exposure.
Tweedly will review social media and digital marketing
strategies that can help you grow your network. She will

also explain how to optimize participation in ICMA market-

ers, card collection, transport and recycling methods. The

ing programs to effectively meet your goals.

presentation will have a focus on the payment card industry.

Judy Vigiletti, vice president, brand strategy & innovation,

Thomas Weiss, CEO of Authentic Vision, will present

integrated marketing & communications, Mastercard,

Solutions for Card Issuers to Improve Security and

and Kathleen Tobin, global enterprise strategic alliance

Enhance the Cardholder Customer Experience.

executive, IDEMIA, will present Building on a Promise
of Financial Inclusion and discuss how Mastercard’s new
Touch Card builds upon a current design standard by introducing a system of notches built into the side of the card,
allowing consumers to use the right card, the right way, using
touch alone. Vetted and endorsed by The Royal National
Institute of Blind People in the U.K. and VISIONS/Services
for the Blind and Visually Impaired in the United States, the
card was co-designed by IDEMIA.
Eric M. Virostek, senior product manager, Secure
Transaction+Services, Giesecke+Devrient will present
Smartcard Recycling Concepts: End of Life. The card
industry has responded to demand for sustainable and green
options for a variety of products. Now an increasing number
of customers and banks are asking for after-life management
and recycle processes for both first-use and recycled
products. The presentation will give an overview of the
advantages, disadvantages, as well as the challenges most

The presentation will include information about NFTs and
Authentic Vision Meta Anchor® Technology, which is used
to securely bridge the physical and digital world along with
more details/examples. This session is for secure card manufacturers who are seeking to enhance their security offering
and for non-secure card manufacturers, who would like to
easily add secure and unique experiences for cardholders.
Throughout the year, ICMA members have the opportunity to
share insights and knowledge by giving presentations during
ICMA webcasts and events. ICMA offers regular educational
opportunities, including virtual ACE-Commercial training,
which provides sales, marketing, customer service and other
key personnel at ICMA member companies with the opportunity to learn the fundamentals of card manufacturing.
To learn more about the latest trends in the global
card industry, register to attend the ICMA EXPO at
ICMAEXPO.com.

common end-of-life options including education of custom-

Keynote:

Best Team Ever: The Surprising Science of High-Performing Teams
Why are some teams more motivated, more
innovative and more successful than others?
Why do some groups of talented and seemingly
compatible people fall short against lesser
teams with less suitable members? And why are
we still so surprised about which team members
excel, and which ones fail?
We know that high-performing teams deliver higher value results
more consistently. But how do you build that high performing team?
More often than not, great teams don’t become great because they
recruit top talent or pay top dollar. Instead, building the best team ever
is about shaping the habits and culture that bring out the best in each
team member.
In this persuasive and provocative keynote, David Burkus argues that
talent doesn’t make the team. The team makes the talent. Drawing on

decades of research and diverse case studies, Burkus reveals what
some of the most effective teams in the world do differently, and how
you can start doing the same on your team. Audience members will
leave with a clear and concise understanding of how the culture of
their team affects its performance, and a simple and practical blueprint
for how to build the best team ever.

Building The Best Team Ever Workshop
Building off his keynote session, David Burkus dives deeper into
policies and practices that can help build your best team ever and
lead discussion on what’s already working for teams in the industry.
Participants in this hour-long workshop will leave with a clear and
concise understanding of how the culture of their team affects its
performance, and a simple and practical blueprint for how to build
the best team ever.

ICMA.com
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EXPO news
PROGRAM & SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

TUESDAY, MAY 17
8:00-9:00am
		

Exhibition / Continental Breakfast 		
in Exhibit Hall

SUNDAY, MAY 15

9:00-9:45am

The 3 Ms: Metal, Magnetics and Modules

		
		

Chris Burket, Senior Product Marketing 		
Engineer, TDK Corporation of America

9:45-10:30am
		

The Time is Right for Biometric
Payment Cards

		
		

Patrice Meilland, Chief Strategy and 		
Product Officer, ZWIPE

10:30-11:00am

Exhibition / Coffee Break in Exhibit Hall

11:00-11:15am
		

Meet Up:
Get Ready for Speed Networking

MONDAY, MAY 16

11:15am-12:15pm

Speed Networking with Exhibitors

8:00-9:00am	
Exhibition / Continental Breakfast
in Exhibit Hall

12:15-1:30pm

Exhibition / Lunch in Exhibit Hall

8:30am

Golf Outing

12:00-6:00pm

ICMA ACE-M Training Session

1:00-5:00pm

Registration Opens

1:00-5:00pm

Exhibitor Setup

5:00-5:30pm

New Member Reception

5:30-7:00pm

Exhibition Grand Opening /
Welcome Reception with Exhibitors

9:00-9:15am

Opening Remarks

		
		

Jeffrey Barnhart, Executive Director 		
and Founder, ICMA

9:15-10:15am	
K eynote:
Best Team Ever: The Surprising
Science Of High-Performing Teams
		

David Burkus

10:15-11:15am

Exhibition / Coffee Break in Exhibit Hall

10:30-11:15am
		

Optional: Workshop: Building The
Best Team Ever with Keynote

		

David Burkus

11:15am-12:00pm
		

Eliminating Delamination: New
Technology Opportunities

		
		

Karl Singer, President/CEO, D&K 		
Group Inc.

1:00-6:00pm 	
ICMA ACE-P Training
1:30-2:15pm
		

How to Capitalize on ICMA’s Marketing
Efforts to Benefit Your Company

		

Kelsey Tweedly, Marketing Manager, ICMA

2:15-3:00pm

Modern Payment Card Possibilities

		
		

Denise Stewart, Senior Product
Manager, Entrust

3:00-3:45pm
		

Eco-Friendly Materials for Card Bodies:
An Overview and Status Update

		
		

Thomas Decker, VP Product Marketing 		
Finance, Linxens

3:45-4:30pm
		
		

Solutions for Card Issuers to Improve
Security and Enhance the Cardholder
Customer Experience

		

Thomas Weiss, CEO, Authentic Vision
Reception

12:00-1:30pm

Lunch / Exhibits

6:30-7:15pm

1:30-2:00pm
		

Building on a Promise of Financial
Inclusion

7:15-7:45pm	
Élan Awards of Excellence

		
		
		

Judy Vigiletti, Vice President, Brand Strategy
& Innovation, Integrated Marketing & 		
Communications, Mastercard

		
		

Kathleen Tobin, Global Enterprise Strategic
Alliance Executive, IDEMIA

2:00-2:45pm
		

Blockchain, NFT & Phygitals in the 		
Card Industry, A Game Changer?

		

7:45-9:30pm	
Élan Dinner

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18
8:30-9:30am
		

Continental Breakfast & Final
Exhibits Session

9:30-10:15am
		

Reinventing Card Design
Using Traditional Materials

Michael Dorner, Owner & CEO, Variuscard

		
		

Megan Anthony Bogard, Design Manager,
CPI Card Group

2:45-3:15pm

Break

10:15-11:00am

Digital Personalization

3:15-4:00pm

 hy Physical Documents Still Exist:
W
Security by Portrait and Data

		
		

David Tushie, ICMA Standards and
Technical Representative

		
		

János Friss, Head of Travel Document 		
Business Unit, Jura JSP GmbH

11:00-11:45am

Biometric System-On-Cards

		
		

Fabio Romano, Marketing Director,
STMicroelectronics

11:45am-12:00pm

Closing Remarks

12:00-6:00pm

ACE-A Training

1:00-4:00pm

ACE-M, ACE-P Exams

4:00-4:45pm	
Smartcard Recycling Concepts:
End of Life
		
Eric M. Virostek, Senior Product Manager,
Secure Transaction+Services,
Giesecke+Devrient
4:45-5:30pm	
Happy Hour with Exhibitors
5:30-8:30pm	
Outdoor Networking Reception

12:00-12:30pm 	Lunch

THURSDAY, MAY 19
8:30am-12:00pm
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ACE-A Exam

EXPO Showcase: Meet the Exhibitors
tele-marines, trade gothic lh extended bold

The following companies have secured a booth as of press time:

Advanced Card Systems represents a number of key industry manufacturers and therefore offers a broad
range of products and services including but not limited to lamination plates & pads, chip bonding adhesives,
decorative overlays, card affixing labels, magnetic stripe film, handheld & desktop card counters, as well as,
card personalization equipment. www.AdvancedCardSystems.com

Ahlstrom-Munksjö is a global leader in fiber-based materials, supplying innovative and sustainable solutions
to its customers. Our mission is to expand the role of fiber-based solutions for sustainable everyday life.
Our offering includes filter materials, release liners, food and beverage processing materials, decor papers,
abrasive and tape backings, electrotechnical paper, glass fiber materials, medical fiber materials, diagnostics
and energy storage solutions, as well as a range of specialty papers for industrial and consumer end-uses.
Our annual net sales is about EUR 3.1 billion and we employ some 8,000 people. Read more at
www.ahlstrom-munksjo.com

Apollo Colours is a world leader in the development of innovative specialty ink solutions. We offer high
specification products across both Screen and Litho inks. Since Apollo’s inception in the plastic card industry
30 years ago, we’ve been one of the first ink companies dedicating ink formulations (Solvent, UV & Water
Based inks) specific to an industry where bond strength is a key element of the printed card. Providing solutions unique to this specialized industry, Apollo continually strives to innovate and provide exciting solutions to
create a true top of wallet payment card.

Atlantic Zeiser is a world leader in governmental, high-security personalization and mailing technologies, offering
integrated system solutions for the efficient processing of ID cards, flat financial cards, gift cards, and other
customer loyalty cards. Absolute data and process integrity is ensured in connection with personalization.
In the three market segments Card Systems, Consumer Goods Packaging Printing and Brand Protection,
Atlantic Zeiser develops, manufactures, and distributes technologies as well as integrated solutions for
government and private sector manufacturers throughout the world. Atlantic Zeiser is part of Coesia,
a group of innovation-based industrial and packaging solutions companies, headquartered in Bologna,
Italy. www.atlanticzeiser.com

Baoding Lucky Innovative Materials Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer and supplier of Lo-co and Hi-co
Magnetic Stripe; Black, Brown, Gold, Silver, Red, Green, Blue, as well as custom colors for plastic card, paper
and bankbook application. Accredited with ISO9001, 2008 Quality Assurance, and ISO Environmental Protection, Lucky is committed to meeting or exceeding industry quality standards, and with stocking warehouses in
China and the USA (New Jersey and California), Lucky can quickly meet customer’s delivery requirements.

Barnes provides: EMV Personalization Validation Test Tools for dual interface cards, other form factors and
mobile payment applications; Payment Scheme Certification Test Tools for all global and national EMV payment schemes; 100% QC testing and Online Certification systems; CQM test tools and solutions for 100%
inline testing and CQM tests antenna tests; EMV Training courses and Consultancy; The world’s leading ISO
7811/CQM Mag-Stripe Analysers; The quickest most thorough Test Tools, excellent service and worldwide
technical support; P3 data preparation systems for issuance of cards and EMV tokens; Used in more than 110
countries by Bureaus, Issuers, Laboratories and Payment Schemes. www.barnestest.com

Buskro was founded in 1976 and is best known for developing an industry leading suite of inkjet printers. We
design and manufacture fully integrated and purpose built equipment for the card personalization industry.
Our equipment is engineered with a strict focus on real time data management and system integrity, and
allows for us to seamlessly integrate the elements of the system, including: product feeding, transporting,
inkjet printing, MAG/RFID encoding, verification and product diverting using our Compose IQ software. Buskro
provides the personalization platform to create an easy to operate solution that can be customized and
upgraded as the job demands may dictate. www.buskro.com

Cardel is a leading manufacturer to the card industry supplying best of class products to companies engaged
in Card Manufacturing and Card Personalization. Cardel supplies customers globally and continues to develop
innovative, reliable products for clients. Cardel’s core product lines include: Lamination Plates (Glossy, Silk,
Matte, Security features, Etched and Engraved), Lamination Pads for laminators of all sizes and all applications, Chip bonding adhesives, Hi-Bond range for PVC, PC, PET, Magnetic stripe on overlay (Supplied in reels
or sheets). www.cardel.co.uk

Covestro LLC is a leading producer of high-performance polymers in North America as part of the global
Covestro business, which is among the world’s largest polymer companies. Business activities are focused
on the manufacture of high-tech polymer materials and the development of sustainable “green” innovative
solutions for products. A legacy activity is Secure Identification. Covestro’s high performance, value added,
Makrofol© polycarbonate films enable the incorporation of a wide range of advanced security features that
can reduce identification fraud. Our unique product family of films are extremely difficult to counterfeit, highly
durable, and are currently used in 30+ country’s documents. https://www.lp.covestro.com/en/securitydocument

D&K Group, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of quality finishing solutions. D&K products are made in the USA
and include laminating films and adhesives, automated roll lamination systems, and much more. D&K’s new
patent pending Endura Overlams™ offer revolutionary and durable card protection. These polyester overlams
are tamper-resistant and stronger than other thermal products on the market. D&K also manufactures custom
equipment and custom products including thermal laminating films and high-tech coated materials. D&K’s
coating facilities are ISO 9001 certified. Meet with D&K to learn more about advanced card manufacturing
solutions. www.dkgroup.com

EmperorTech is a global name in Card ID Systems – producing high volume automatic personalization
equipments for Smart Cards, SIM Cards, IC Chips and Passports. Emperor designs, engineers, manufactures
and distributes equipment for the personalization and processing of smart cards and biometric passports,
specifically encoders, readers, laser engravers, UV, thermal, dye-sub and inkjet printers, card counters, card
& passports dispensing kiosks and computer software for the personalization and processing of smart cards
and biometric passports. http://www.emperortech.us

Encres DUBUIT specializes in the formulation, manufacture and sale of technical and industrial inks for
screen printing, pad printing and digital printing. Since its creation, Encres DUBUIT has remained at the
forefront of technology by offering customized, high quality and innovative solutions in UV (since 1976) and
solvent/conventional inks Present and active in some fifty countries, Encres DUBUIT is strongly established
in international markets. Encres DUBUIT has three plants in France (Paris), Spain (Barcelona) and China
(Shanghai), three distribution centers (Publivenor in Belgium, DUBUIT America in Chicago in the USA, an office
in the Middle East) and two technical support centres in Belgium (Publivenor) and the United-States (DUBUIT
America). Encres DUBUIT is also represented by its distributors in more than 50 countries around the world. In
the card sector, Encres DUBUIT offer consist of the following:
EVOCARD: UV inks: Opaque white, colors, metallic, special effects, Primers - Dedicated to PET/PC ECOCARD:
Solvent based inks: Opaque white, colors, metallic, special effects IR BLOCKING LAMINATION ADHESIVES

BG INGENIERIE: 150+ equipment developed and manufactured in our facility in France since 1999. Versatile
equipment to produce, test and personalize your Smart Objects (cards, passports, SMD- eSIM-eSE): • Card
manufacturing: BIOMETRIC CARD PRODUCTION, A4 R&D laminator for plastic and eco-friendly cards, milling,
embedding, GSM-SIM punch…• Durability card and passport testing: CQM, ISO, ANSI, ICAO (bending, torsion,
3 wheels...) and specific • PERSONALIZATION: module handler, SMD-eSIM-eSE programming and laser
engraving • Specific development: around cards, e-ID and passport (desktop laminator, vision inspection,
RFID tester…), YOURS…BG INGENIERIE: more than 1 100 machines sold in 65+ countries. www.bginge.com

EXIM is proud to offer its Polycarbonate Films with excellent durability, lamination and laser engraving
performance to the global security documents market. Our portfolio includes; Transparent Non-laser, that offer
the highest level of protection as a clear overlay; Transparent Laserable, that offer unique laser markability to
achieve high resolution performance during personalization, White and Off-White, that are compliant with all
secure printing techniques and finest choice for inlay applications, Extra-Opaque White, that are exclusively
developed to increase the opacity performance for thinner inlay applications and transparent window features
and Co-extruded, that are tailored with respect to project demands. https://www.exim.com.tr/en

BioSmart Co., Ltd is a provider of card products such as Credit, Banking, Transportation and loyalty card since
1971. We expanded our product boundaries and is specialized in Metal and Premium PVC banking cards for
exclusive members and clients in private banks and clubs. www.metal-credit.com

Bürkle is the leader in manufacturing systems for the plastic card industry. Our systems are engineered and
manufactured in Germany for quality and reliability. The wide range of equipment includes the multi daylight
and single daylight Bürkle SMARTLAM – the industry standard for lamination; the Single Daylight Rotary Table
Lamination System CHKR 50/100, and other auxiliary equipment. Check out Bürkle’s high quality transport
cassettes designed for long life and smooth transfer through the Bürkle lamination system. Bürkle, a global
company – serving locally. www.burkleamerica.com

Folienwerk Wolfen has been producing smart ecofilms for security-critical smart cards and security documents
since 1994. The company manufactures films from high-quality plastics such as PETG, rPETG, Ocean Plastic®,
Tritan™ and PLA. A dedicated research and development division promotes innovation and continuously drives
technology, products, and processes forward. One important focus is on sustainable films for sustainable
smart cards that are free of halogens and BPA, comply with green chemistry specifications and offer a
clean way to circularity. Tailor-made solutions and special requests are an incentive for the engineers and
employees and are gladly fulfilled.

continued on page 14
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Graph-Tech USA (GTUS®) provides powerful and versatile Systems for product tracking, verification, labeling,
magnetic encoding, RFID encoding, and high-speed Drop-on-Demand printing on cards, labels, packaging,
mail, fulfillment, lottery, and many other turnkey solutions.

1965 kp has 31 plants in 18 countries and employs over 5,900 people committed to serving customers
worldwide in over 60 locations. For more information visit www.kpfilms.com.

GTUS® continues to innovate as we are now offering new game-changing, eZ-Inkjet printers that offer wider
width print up to 18.9 inches (480mm), and four-color process printing using Epson’s PrecisionCore print heads.
Our number one priority is always taking care of our customers by providing the best support for your Systems,
Controllers, your Inkjet, and processes. Visit www.graphtech.us or call 772-569-0066 x3 for more information.

Linxens is a specialist in the manufacture of secure electronic components for smart cards.
Linxens’ solutions are used worldwide in various applications in markets such as banking, telecoms,
government and healthcare, and to ensure access control, asset tracking, authentication and identity.
Linxens designs, manufactures, and assembles microconnectors and RFID antennas using the expertise of
its R&D centers and industrial sites around the world.

HP Indigo – Cards Done Right: The HP Indigo 30000 with in-line corona treating and in-line priming provides
a solution for Solid Core, Split Core, Color Core, Dual Interface and Contactless applications: Up to 26 mil. With
reduced press set up time and a format size of 20.8”x 29.5”allowing for printing of CR80 cards 64 up, there
is no doubt that you will have the right press for the right job. Come visit us and learn more about how HP
Indigo can help you grow your business. www.hp.com

For over two decades IAI industrial systems, part of HID, has been at the forefront of developing advanced
personalisation equipment for Secure Issuance projects globally. With core competencies in process technologies, document handling and precision mechanics IAI is the preferred choice for state-of-art features and high
quality. IAI’s equipment range is scalable and modular giving the highest level of flexibility and upgradeability
for customers. With Innovation & Integrity at its core, IAI has designed equipment that supports the personalisation of the largest number of security features in a reliable and consistent way ensuring high productivity.
More than 30 countries have chosen IAI as their preferred partner for trusted supply, future proofed
investment and benefit from experienced support at all levels. www.iai.nl

Based in Lakeland, Florida, InterActive Cards (IAC) specializes in the manufacturing of card inlays. One type
of inlay is an “InterActive Inlay”, allowing the card manufacturer to distribute a card to their customer that
possesses a combination of buttons, biometrics, alphanumeric displays, LED lights, etc. Additionally, these
card manufacturers are able to provide these card benefits with no new equipment or materials necessary for
the production of these cards. Another type of inlay from IAC is a metal inlay and samples of these will be on
display at the IAC booth (Booth 204) at the ICMA 2022 Expo.

Started in 2003, Ixla is a world class manufacturer of laser personalization systems for cards and passports,
dedicated to the secure personalization of government ID and commercial credentials. Ixla products’
performance and quality are referenced by over 3,000 systems working every day in over 60 countries,
issuing ID cards, passports, driving licenses and financial cards, in desktop and mass issuance applications.
Ixla is a benchmark in designing high quality products, that leverage the strong know how to deliver laser
solutions with outstanding reliability and personalization quality. Ixla is based in Italy, with local offices in USA,
Singapore and Latin America. www.ixla.us

Linxens is headquartered in France and employs 3000 people worldwide.

Mathias Die Company, located in South St. Paul, MN, is an industry leading card punch tooling provider. We
provide engineered card punch solutions for gift, financial and secure card applications. Our card punch
tooling ranks among the best available and can be designed for use in all card punching systems. In addition,
we provide sharpening and repair services for card punch tools built by other manufacturers.

With around 3,500 employees, technology centers in Germany, Malaysia, Slovakia, the U.S.A. and Serbia, and
35 sales and service locations worldwide, Mühlbauer created a strong competence network around the globe.
Since 1992, Mühlbauer’s US-American facility in Newport News, VA, has served as a base for the company’s
North American business activities. In early 2018, the site was expanded by a brand new Industry 4.0 enabled
Smart Factory Competence Center, which offers a one-of-a-kind exhibition space for the latest technological
innovations in the fields of production & personalization solutions for Semiconductors, RFID Inlays, Smart Card
& ePassports and Vision technologies. www.muhlbauer.com

Oasys Technologies is a leading manufacturer of highly innovative plastic card and secure ID document Oasys
is a leading manufacturer of innovative plastic card and secure ID document production equipment with
sales in over 70 countries and more than 1200 installations worldwide. Oasys range of precision collators,
laminators & punches supports advanced card manufacturing technology to major card producers and
Government Institutions globally guaranteeing the integrity, compliance and consistency of the card body.
www.oasys.uk.com

With almost four decades of experience as the premier manufacturer of security foils for transaction and
identification cards, OpSec provides unrivalled protection for the biggest names in financial cards as well as
national ID card programs.
OpSec delivers advanced optical security solutions that exceed application and performance requirements
while delivering bright, impactful designs that are incredibly difficult to counterfeit.
With multiple approved manufacturing locations, technical expertise, and end-to-end process capabilities,
OpSec provides unparalleled quality, lead times, and support to ensure your assets and identities are secure.

Jura is a global brand name in the high-security graphic arts trade as a reputed high-tech developer and
supplier. Jura is also deeply engaged in the personalization of travel documents with patented technologies,
compatible with ICAO-recommended personalization-systems: IPI, a SW based technology that encodes
personal data in the primary portrait in a hidden way, protecting both the portrait and the data against
manipulation. Verifiable with special decoders, dedicated smart-phone app and document readers. Encrypted/
Smart-IPI are machine readable, enhanced versions of IPI, hiding personal information as a special 2Dbarcode into the photo. LetterScreen is a patented high-security secondary image. The portrait is built
up from personalized microtext arranged in a wavy line-structure, unique to each document. This security
feature meets Level1, Level 2 and 3 criteria at the same time and is machine verifiable. www.jura.hu

Focused on delivering its vision: The Sustainable Protection of Everyday Needs, kp is a global leader in rigid
and flexible packaging, and specialty film solutions, serving the card, graphics, home building & construction,
pharmaceutical, medical device, and consumer packaging markets amongst others. With a broad and
innovative portfolio of packaging and product films and services, kp plays an integral role in the customer
value chain by safeguarding product integrity, protecting brand reputation and improving sustainability.
kp’s “Investing in Better” sustainability strategy solidifies its commitment to achieving ten clear targets for
long-term improvement by increasing recycling and recyclability of products, cutting carbon emissions and
continuous improvement in employee engagement, safety, and diversity, equity and inclusion. kp has earned
a gold rating from EcoVadis, the leading platform for environmental, social, and ethical performance ratings,
putting kp in the top 3% of companies rated in the manufacturing of plastics products sector. Founded in
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Otto Kuennecke develops intelligent machine and software solutions for various applications in the card and
ID market, as well as for the manufacturing industry. Our know-how originates from long-standing experience
in building machines for processing and mailing high secure documents like ID or credit cards, passports, PIN
letters, etc. Functionalities offered include personalization, identification, verification, or storage of products,
as well as gapless track and trace, picking and packaging. Our customers are governments, banks, financial
service providers and others. Each of our solutions meets maximum security demands, allows smart manufacturing, and follows a modular 24/7 design for customers’ individual requirements. www.kuennecke.com

Pittsburgh Embossing Services (PES) has been in business for over 30 years and is considered the leading
global expert in refurbishment and support services for Datacard card personalization equipment. PES offers
refurbished Datacard systems (MX6100, MX6000, 9000 etc.), individual modules, parts/supplies, security
consulting, service, training and EMV Software. PES has developed an extensive parts program to provide
a new PES brand of parts for the Datacard MX6100 / 9000 systems. These PES parts allow the Datacard
MX6100 / 9000 systems to remain well maintained. PES is also a USA dealer for Matica Technologies new
card personalization equipment and services. www.PESCard.com

PLAMI is a Mexican manufacturer of plastic films made of PVC materials used for card manufacturing with
global export activity. www.plami.com.mx

Q-Card Company is one of the most trusted names in the payments and ID market. Our broad range of expertise in EMV chip, contactless, NFC for mobile and magstripe cards, readers, and product development ensure
your products and systems are reliable. Q-Card products include EMV and NFC test tools and hardware for
conformance testing; magstripe analyzers; physical test tools and fixtures such as dynamic bend and torsion
card testers, impact and opacity testers; smartcard analyzers; magstripe test cards; secondary reference
cards and magnetic developers. Q-Card also operates a third-party independent lab testing EMV and payment
brand chip and contactless cards, tags, fobs and wearables, NFC for mobile, physical card and terminal testing as well as providing product development, training and consulting. Visit us online at www.q-card.com.

Rowland Advanced Polymer Films, an ORAFOL Company, is a specialty film extruder located in Wallingford,
CT USA. Rowland’s film products include RowTec SC Polycarbonate Films which is available in Clear, White
and Laserable in thicknesses from 50 micron to 750 micron and available in both sheets and rolls. In addition,
Rowland manufactures PETG films and other film products for secure card applications. www.rowtec.com

Switzer’s EMCORE metal cores help card manufacturers produce elegant metal cards which help them
maximize profits and exceed consumer expectations. Our metal cores are 100% customizable and feature
dynamic design options that are only achievable through Switzer’s unique manufacturing process. Take your
metal cards to the next level with Switzer’s EMCORE metal cores, and offer your customers the ability to
deliver their clients a high-end, luxury experience. Visit us at Booth 220 to discuss how we can help turn your
card into a premium metal card your customers will love. www.switzermfg.com

TDK offers an extensive lineup of high-frequency components that includes antennas and filters, as well as
our ultra-thin magnetic sheet for noise suppression. TDK unique antenna module technology will also be
introduced at ICMA that can assist card makers by reducing the layer count and card thickness, minimize
variables in the manufacturing process and enable more consistent electrical parameters.

Vinyl-One is a Cleveland, OH based company that specializes in effective, highly engineered, repurposing
solutions. We are an industry leader in supporting your ESG initiatives and partner with you to tell your
compelling sustainability story. Our experienced team works to seamlessly integrate with your existing
processes to optimize the collection of your waste. Our logistics and compliance processes ensure a plug and
play experience for you.
Let’s talk about your sustainability story. www.vinyl-one.com

SABIC’s Functional Forms business offers high quality, engineered thermoplastic sheet and film products
across a wide variety of industries, ranging from building and construction, consumer electronics, specialty
glazing, aircraft and rail. Our LEXAN™ Polycarbonate film and sheet portfolio is backed by advanced technical
support and application development services around the world to meet our customers’ global specification
needs with local supply.
SABIC offers a high-performance polycarbonate LEXAN™ SD film portfolio specially designed for electronic
ID cards, government, military and police ID cards, passport data pages, green cards, border crossing cards
and driver’s licenses. LEXAN Secure ID film portfolio includes a clear lasermarkable layer, co-extruded layers,
a bright white core layer, flexible coated overlays and a clear overlay grades for the cover or intermediate
layers. www.sabic.com/ff

Inks & varnishes manufacturer with 25 years of experience in screen printing, VFP provides high-end
solutions worldwide with products specifically designed for laminated plastic cards (PVC, PLA, Recycled
PET substrates).
Years of development and strong R&D department led to innovative formulas. VFP’s formulas meet customers
specifications and ensure satisfaction.
UVICARD, SOLVCARD, AQUACARD products:
- very high opacity
- non CMR
- easy to ship (meets the safety global standards)
- accept offset overprinting, lamination and embossing
- non/low VOC emission
- screen stability
IR BLOCKING INKS: a perfect solution for designers and manufacturers to produce transparent cards with
components strictly selected to be the most transparent and efficient ink on the market.

Every day, governments, companies, and millions of people rely on security inks and integrated authentication
and traceability solutions to protect the integrity, safety, and value of their currency, products, and personal
identity. The sophistication of today’s counterfeiters compels the card industry to develop as many deterrents
as possible. Card manufacturers need to enhance their knowledge of available security features that satisfy
AAMVA standards and design multi-layered approaches to threats. SICPA is the ideal partner to help you meet
your unique security needs. www.sicpa.com

SPS, a brand of IN Groupe, is a French secure components technology provider to all card and documents
manufacturers. SPS is specialized in the design, manufacturing and sale of contactless solutions, dedicated to
ID cards, e-passport and dual-interface payment cards. SPS implements its state-of-the-art packaged technologies and solutions in all formats to secure every transaction. SPS from its facilities in Rousset, France,
has filed over 120 patents supporting its exclusive technologies. More information at http://www.s-p-s.com

Sun Chemical, a member of the DIC Group, is a leading producer of packaging and graphic solutions, color
and display technologies, functional products, electronic materials, and products for the automotive and
healthcare industries. Together with DIC, Sun Chemical is continuously working to promote and develop
sustainable solutions to exceed customer expectations and better the world around us. With combined annual
sales of more than $8.5 billion and 22,000+ employees worldwide, the DIC Group companies support a
diverse collection of global customers. www.sunchemical.com

CONDUCTIVE INKS & DIELECTRIC VANISHES offers many opportunities to bank cards designs and functions.
Learn more about all our ranges: www.vfp-ink.com

VTT Germany is the world leading manufacturer of lamination plates for the production of governmental
security documents such as e.g. passport datapages, ID-cards, driving licenses with more than 20 years of
experience. Securely engraved surfaces with raised/ inlaying security features (MLI-, CLI-, IPI-, MDI-lenses,
multi-latent images, VTT FlyEye, move ID & holo PHOTIC) make documents fraud resistant. Different security
features can be combined making VTT’s product highly modular and individually designed to cater each
project’s needs. With a global presence VTT actively supports clients in the development of new products,
efficient production processes and highest quality cards that meet any defined standard. https://www.vtt.de/

Zwipe believes the inherent uniqueness of every person is the key to a safer future. We work with great
passion across networks of international organizations, industries and cultures to make convenience safe
and secure. We are pioneering next-generation biometric card and wearables technology for payment and
physical & logical access control and identification solutions. We promise our customers and partners deep
insight and frictionless solutions, ensuring a seamless user experience with our innovative biometric products
and services.
Founded and headquartered in Oslo, Norway our growing team is represented by 14 different nationalities in
nine countries across five time zones - from Colorado Springs to Singapore.

Think of innovation and you may imagine a thunderbolt of inspiration. For Superior Tape & Label (STL), yes,
our innovations have led to high voltage improvements in our customers’ industries. Innovation is more of a
continuous light and it is about helping customers benefit from better product engineering and performance.
We are company who flies a little under the radar in the specialty label and secure card industry. However,
the largest card manufacturers in the world know our name. Over the years, STL has helped customers gain
significant improvements in workflow, materials, coatings, adhesives and more. www.superlabel.com
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Biometric smart cards have progressed

to the sensor). They also required a

the secure element. A third option is

through an extensive evolution from

complex and expensive flexible printed

full matching with an onboard MCU

complex, bulky and expensive formats

circuit board (PCB) (microcontroller

and power management supported by

to International Organization for

unit (MCU), companion chip and basic

the fingerprint sensor.

Standardization (ISO)-compliant,

power management unit (PMU)).

cost-efficient and scheme-certified
contactless products.

The passive inlay implementation

The second generation of biometric

also enables assembly choices that

smart cards relied on a simplified PCB

can support a flex embedded antenna,

In synch with the upswing in contact-

(MCU, PMU) leading to decrease in

embedded antenna and a sheet-

less usage and raised contactless credit

the list of all the needed parts in the

based option.

limits, biometric smart cards deliver a

manufacturing process to build the

clean, touchless and secure experience

PCB). They cost between $15-$30.

Market Status

that is critical for transacting today.

Third-generation biometric smart

Signs of market activation can be seen

cards cost less than $5 when manufac-

worldwide as live deployments of

tured in high volumes. They do not rely

biometric smart cards continue to

on an electronic inlay and are copper

take place.

wire compliant. The manufacturing

Biometric Smart Card Evolution
and Status

process has stabilized to eight pads or

The concept of a biometric smart card

power management unit and an

is not new. The card industry has been
trying to make sense of it for several
years but there were many obstacles
including technology hurdles in the
way. The cards had to be able to work
within a contactless environment.
There were also card manufacturing
challenges and unacceptable cost
points. Issuers also had to learn more
about biometric smart cards’ value
proposition and capabilities.
The first generation of biometric smart
cards were very complex and expensive.
Costing a little less than $50, they relied
on batteries, supercapacitors and
complex embedding (12+ connections

less and the sensor module integrates
all other components—an integrated
integrated MCU.
The newest generation designs support
super secure elements, emerging bio
secure elements and low-cost secure
elements. These are just some of the
choices that are emerging and making
integration easier than ever been
before. There are multiple secure
element configurations. The image
delivery-only option has to have a
dedicated MCU for matching and
power is managed out of the secure
element. Another option is full matching using an onboard MCU from the
senor and power management from

Biometric smart cards are suitable for
a wide range of applications including
payment, logical access control, physical
access control, health care, financial
inclusion, city cards, government ID
cards and public transportation cards.
Dual-use cards have also become a
discussion point with issuers.
All of the boxes are being checked for
market activation from a security
perspective as biometric smart cards
use an advanced matching algorithm,
fully encrypted sensor communication
channels and have low false accept
rates.
Biometric smart cards are convenient
for users who want to enroll from
the privacy of their own home. Their
large sensors enable fewer touches
to enroll and low false reject rates.
At a cost effective and affordable
price point, they also offer improved
power consumption without batteries
or supercapacitors.
continued on page 20
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When it comes to manufacturability,

personalization services, and the

Primarily, issuers benefit from bio-

biometric smart cards have a flexible

issuers offer the end-user relationships

metric smart cards’ fraud reduction/

ISO-compliant substrate, support both

within the ecosystem. The ecosystem’s

prevention of lost and stolen as well

hot and cold lamination and have a

priorities are the industrialization of

as friendly fraud. These cards also

simplified passive inlay and footprint.

the manufacturing process, the busi-

help prevent account takeover and the

ness model (who pays for what) and

opening of fraudulent accounts. They

multi-vendor interoperability.

also accelerate the penetration of cash

Business Case for Issuers

transactions, have the top-of-wallet

The biometric smart card ecosystem
has been established for many years
and is now continuing to grow with
card component and biometrics companies, card integrators and issuers
working together. The card component
companies provide the secure element,
power harvesting, MCU and inlay
for the biometric smart cards. The
biometrics companies provide the
sensor, algorithms and biometric
system know-how. The card integrators offer the card manufacturing and
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Now that many pilots and soft launches
have transitioned into commercial
deployment throughout the world,
there is a growing awareness among
issuers of biometric smart cards and
their extra layer of security that does
not impact the use model at all.

effect and help grow accounts.
The overall improved cardholder experience leads to increased frequency
of usage, preferred card usage and
a competitive advantage. Biometric
smart cards can also take share from
mobile payment apps based on
their simplicity.
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Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

ICMA RECOGNIZES
SUSTAINABLE CARD PRODUCTS WITH ECOLABEL STANDARD PROGRAM
There’s a swiftly growing global sustainability movement,

manufacturers’ claims that a product is an environmen-

particularly in the card manufacturing industry. Accord-

tally preferable alternative.

ing to a recent global study, 92% of companies are
adapting their business strategy and model to be more
sustainable and plan to increase investment in sustainability initiatives to improve environmental social and

Speciﬁcally, the ICMA EcoLabel Standard Program:
• Defines criteria for environmental green
card standards

governance performance in 2022.

• Allows for ICMA EcoLabel usage

Why did ICMA Develop the EcoLabel Standard Program?

• Licenses companies and certiﬁes card products

Due to consumer and card issuer demand for green

Ecolabeling has evolved as a method of identifying

transaction and identiﬁcation cards, the International

a product’s environmental integrity, as businesses

Card Manufacturers Association (ICMA), the leading

pursue market advantage by responding to consumer

global card association for card manufacturers

environmental concerns. However, without guiding

and personalizers, developed the ICMA EcoLabel

standards and veriﬁcation by an independent third-

Standard Program.

party, manufacturers’ environmental claims may be

“The card manufacturing industry faces a rapidly

questioned by consumers.

changing global marketplace and is counted on for

What is the EcoLabel Standard Program criteria?

leadership on the technological and socioeconomic
issues, including environmentally friendly card products,”

The current criteria parameters include:

said Jeffrey Barnhart, ICMA founder and executive

1. Reduced materials (minimum of 25%)

director. “Through the EcoLabel Standard Program,

2. Recycled content (minimum of 25% threshold)

ICMA and its members are building recognition of the
card industry for its environmental intelligence and

3. Compostable (municipal and home)

commitment to leadership through environmentally

4. Biobased content (minimum of 40%)

responsible manufacturing initiatives.”
ICMA’s Green Task Force developed the ICMA EcoLabel

What are EcoLabel Standard Program card manufacturing
industry beneﬁts?

Standard Program through an open process involving

Through the EcoLabel Standard Program, in addition to

card manufacturers, personalizers, suppliers and

licensing member manufacturers, certifying card products

issuers internationally. Providing guiding standards

and administering EcoLabel usage, ICMA is providing

and credibility, ICMA acts as an independent third-

the following card manufacturing industry beneﬁts:

party organization.

What is the EcoLabel Standard Program?
The ICMA EcoLabel Standard Program is voluntary and
demonstrates support of sustainability initiatives. This
certification validates third-party credibility of card

• Best practices to manufacturers, contemplating
application for EcoLabel licensing and registering/
certiﬁcation of their products
• Dissemination of ICMA EcoLabel and sustainability
information to the card industry
continued on page 22
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EcoLabel Program, continued from page 21

• Representing the interests of EcoLabeling in
international meetings and forums

What are EcoLabel Standard Program licensing beneﬁts?
ICMA members, who are licensees of the EcoLabel
Standard Program, realize beneﬁts encompassing:
• Demonstrated sustainability commitment
• Approved EcoLabel logo on qualiﬁed cards, at the
issuer’s request
• Licensee logo placed on all manufacturer’s
corporate communications, conveying a “green”
image to customers
• Manufacturer-driven public relations
• Inclusion on ICMA industry public relations,
publications and social media

Who are the EcoLabel Standard Program licensees?
There’s a growing number of ICMA members, who are
licensees of the EcoLabel Standard Program. Current
licensees include:
• IDEMIA
• CompoSecure
• CPI Card Group

IDEMIA’s Smart Metal Art Card
Targeting the lower end of the mass affluent market,
the Smart Metal Art card is meticulously engineered for
best-in-class performance and durability. “Smart Metal
Art raises the industry standard in card body innovation,”
Inconnu said. “This innovative metal card solution is
protected by printed plastic layers on the front and
reverse, enabling IDEMIA’s industry-leading printing
capabilities to be combined with exposed metal features
and extended tactile technology for never-before-seen
visual effects. Smart Metal Art provides a premium
cardholder experience without sacriﬁcing any functional
performance due to its industry leading metal card dual-

• Perfect Plastic

interface technology. The Smart Metal Art card contains

• Placard

an average of 58% recycled content, consisting of 78%

• BioSmart

recycled stainless steel.”

What are EcoLabel Standard Program Licensees saying
about the program?
Both IDEMIA’s Smart Metal Art and Smart Prime cards
have met the EcoLabel Standard Program’s requirements
for the Recycled Content category at the Veriﬁed level.
“This EcoLabel evidences to our stakeholders the environmental integrity of our metal cards into the industry
we are working in,” said Manuel Inconnu, business line
director, metal card, ﬁnancial institutions BU, IDEMIA.
“With Smart Metal Art and Smart Prime, IDEMIA can
guaranty that its full range of metal cards contains a
minimum of recycled content allowing our customers
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to clearly understand the precise environmental accom-

IDEMIA’s Smart Prime Card

plishment of IDEMIA and our improved achievements

Targeting the upper end of the mass market and

over time.”

designed to meet the market demand for a premium
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feeling card while keeping a brand-conscious PVC

initiatives that they have decided to take for their cards

edge, Smart Prime is IDEMIA’s premium weighted card

products, according to Inconnu.

offering. “A foil option is available onto the card to give
a reﬂective metallic effect to embellish certain design
features,” Inconnu said. “The Smart Prime card contains
an average of 51% recycled content, consisting of 78%
recycled stainless steel.”

“Obtaining an EcoLabel from a certiﬁcation body can
only be beneﬁcial for those companies as it will allow
them to add value to their cards, and to prove to their
customers that they are acting for the planet and can
actually offer them such products,” Inconnu said.

IDEMIA believes that environmental protection is

“Therefore, IDEMIA highly recommends enrolling in the

everyone’s concern and that it must always improve

program to valorize cards products for the sustainable

its current environmental protection practices and

actions they come with and to make their promotion

innovate with greener products and solutions while

with the best key selling points.”

answering customers’ needs. IDEMIA R&D teams are

Establishing the Industry Standard for Environmentally
Intelligent Cards

therefore continuously working on creative sustainable
products and solutions, by deﬁning new materials and
designing new formats to help customers in the evolu-

The ICMA EcoLabel Standard Program is open to ICMA

tion of their sustainability needs. From lifecycle analysis

members only. To get started, take the following steps:

and eco-design to waste minimization, recycling and

1. Review the program documents

offsetting carbon, IDEMIA is working on a wide range of
initiatives to address its environmental responsibilities.

• EcoLabel Program Manual: Outlines the full scope
of the program as well as instructions for company

“In the payment ecosystem, we’ve already acquired a

licensing, term deﬁnitions, EcoLabel card registra-

signiﬁcant experience and success with GREENPAY, our

tion levels and instructions and more.

eco-friendly end-to-end initiative encompassing products,
services, processes and carbon emission offsetting
programs to support the environmental migration of
ﬁnancial institutions,” stated Magali Fioux, GREENPAY
business line director, IDEMIA.”
Considering the importance of offering and promoting
greener products and solutions, IDEMIA decided to take
part in the EcoLabel program to manifest its commitment
to sustainability since the metal cards that IDEMIA
manufactures are partly made with recycled content
generated by pre- and post-consumer materials.

• Indicators for the Environmental Impact of Cards
document: Provides detailed specifications for
meeting each of the four EcoLabel standards.
2) Complete the License Application
• Apply to become a licensed manufacturer by
agreeing to accept and abide by the program
parameters and criteria. Once an approved
licensee, share this status with your customers
and in marketing material.
3) Register Card Products

“IDEMIA therefore chose to get evidence from a third-

• Follow all program instructions and requirements

party certiﬁcation body to authenticate the green aspect

as part of the product registration process. A

of its metal cards,” Inconnu said. “With this EcoLabel,

third-party assessment report is required for the

IDEMIA also wished to promote the metal cards

certiﬁed level.

portfolio in line with environmentally conscious
banking strategy.”

Learn more about ICMA’s EcoLabel Standard Program at
https://icma.com/ecolabel-standard-program.

Enrolling products in the EcoLabel program is deﬁnitely
a must if companies want to evidence any sustainable

ICMA.com
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Treasury Prime Adds Debit Cards to
BaaS Platform with Arroweye Support

in offering premium financial cards

CPI was named a winner in the “Environ-

to clients.

mentally Friendly” category, which rec-

Arroweye provides customized, on-

Wilk cited several financial services and

demand debit cards to Treasury Prime’s

cryptocurrency/fintech companies as

fintech and banking clients, helping them

being a few of the big names which are

capitalize on the increased popularity of

showing increased interest in offering

cashless payments.

premium cards.

Treasury Prime is a leading Banking as

CompoSecure is one of the leading

a Service (BaaS) company that connects

designers and manufacturers of premium

banks and fintechs through an API so

financial cards in the market. Wilk joined

developers can start building in minutes

Yahoo Finance Live to discuss the com-

and launch in days. Treasury Prime’s full

pany’s public debut on Dec. 28, 2021

integration into core banking systems

through a SPAC merger, its latest line of

gives developers access to a wide range

metal credit cards, and the development

of banking services from opening ac-

of its Arculus platform for secure crypto-

counts to making payments to issuing

currency access and management.

cards. Currently, the company is working

Wilk commented on how the prestige

with 10 bank partners and more than 100
fintech companies, processing more than
$1 billion in transactions every month.
Arroweye’s flexible, on-demand card
fulfillment and production capabilities
enable Treasury Prime’s fintech and
embedded banking clients to avoid waste
via a no inventory model, helping them
maximize resources and reduce overhead.
Through simple interface integration,
financial services providers working with
Treasury Prime can place card orders
that drive positive brand experiences for
end users.
For more information, visit arroweye.com.

and exclusivity associated with metal
cards continues to be a selling point for
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environmentally-conscious mindset. The
card’s turtle imagery, designed to emphasize the connection with the ocean is
captured in vibrant four-color print, while
its technically advanced functionality
enables secure, contactless payments for
today’s consumers.
Featuring a core made with recovered
ocean-bound plastic, Second Wave® is
an EMV® compliant and dual interface

ocean. CPI estimates that for every one

cryptocurrency cold storage hardware

million Second Wave cards produced,

wallet, giving users a secure method to

more than one ton of plastic will be

store their private keys and manage their

diverted from entering the world’s oceans,

crypto holdings. And by using the Key

waterways and shorelines. According to a

Card in combination with the Arculus

CPI Card Group Consumer Insights Study,

Wallet App, users can store, buy, swap,

94% of consumers say they are concerned

send and receive crypto from their smart-

about the amount of plastic waste in the

phones, all while keeping their keys on

oceans—with 87% of respondents finding

their person.

the idea of an ocean-plastic card appealing.

CPI Card Group Inc. highlighted receiving
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ing design to appeal to a cardholder’s

while diverting plastic from entering the

American Express’s (AXP) Centurion

providers are showing increased interest

ocean-bound plastic—brings an eye-catch-

Key Card is a metal card that acts as a

CPI Card Group ’s Eco-Focused Card
Recognized at ICMA’s Élan Awards

today, banks and other financial service

featuring a core made with recovered

card concept, CompoSecure’s Arculus

card debuted in 1999 in the form of

to CompoSecure CEO Jon Wilk, even

a dual interface contactless debit card

companies to help reduce first-use plastic,

Ever since the first modern metal financial

surrounding premium cards. According

The US Bank Diving Turtle Debit card—

capable payment card that enables

composecure.com.

invitation only—there has been an allure

while incorporating eco-focused materials.

In a more modern spin to the premium

Metal Credit Cards Seeing ‘More Adoption:’
CompoSecure CEO

offered to high-net-worth individuals by

themselves in design and development

them today.

For more information, visit

Card (aka the Black Card)—which is

ognizes payment cards that distinguished

Fifty-three percent of survey respondents
expressed a willingness to switch to another financial institution if it offered such
cards with the same features and benefits.

®

honors as a winner during the International Card Manufacturers Association

For more information, visit
cpicardgroup.com.

D&K Receives ISO Certification

(ICMA)’s 2021 Élan Awards of Excellence.

D&K Coating Technologies, a division

The annual awards celebrate the pinnacle

of D&K Group, has earned ISO 9001:2015

of design innovation, security and

certification. This ISO certification is

technical achievements in the global

registered by Intertek, an ANSI-accredited

card industry.

organization.

ISO 9001:2015 is an internationally recognized quality management standard.
ISO certification demonstrates dedication
to consistency, continuous improvement,
and customer satisfaction.

Fingerprint Cards Sensor Module
Achieves Mastercard Certification
Fingerprint Cards AB’s second-generation T-Shape ® sensor module and

important milestone for the deployment
of biometric payment cards at scale, supporting greater convenience and security
for consumers making in-store purchases.

software platform for biometric payment

The test was performed in line with

According to Tom Pidgeon, vice president,

cards have achieved compliance with

Mastercard’s stricter anti-spoofing

sales & custom coatings, “This is a

Mastercard’s new fingerprint sensor

capabilities for biometric payment

momentous milestone achievement. ISO

evaluation process.

cards, which were issued last year. The

certification is a clear indicator of D&K’s
commitment to our customers and
quality management systems.”

Having passed the former specifications
last year, Fingerprints has proactively
secured this updated approval to simplify

D&K Coating Technologies is registered

the process for card manufacturers to

under certificate #0019798.

launch second-generation biometric

For more information, visit dkgroup.net.

payment cards.
This development will minimize the time
to market, lower related costs and is an

Fingerprint Test Assessment Summary
(FTAS) for sensor vendors confirms the
performance of features that enhance
the security, privacy, and user experience
for cardholders.
The second-generation T-Shape technology combines extensive R&D investment
with key learnings from successful market
pilots and commercial rollouts. It delivers
continued on page 26
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increased performance and power ef-

groups. The company committed $250

Mastercard has teamed up with Conserva-

ficiency, enabling the most cost-effective

million toward financial tools, technology,

tion International on the project that will

biometric payment cards to be produced

products, funding and data insights for

help protect conservation areas spanning

and integrated using standard manufac-

small businesses, and $500 million to

40 million hectares of land and around

turing processes.

close the wealth gap in black communi-

4.5 square kilometers of the sea across

ties in the United States.

the globe. Customers can donate to the

For more information, visit
fingerprints.com.

But this is a minor effort of the company’s
overall sustainability strategy, which

California Enters Into 12-year Contract
with IDEMIA

incorporates the adoption or acquisition
of renewable energy sources, reducing its
emissions and sourcing more sustainable

project and will receive a gift card with a
wildlife image or design that is given an
expiry date to represent when a particular
species is expected to be extinct. The
return for Conservation International is
a $1 donation.

IDEMIA recently announced that California

materials for its cards, which are used

has awarded the company a contract that

by more than 3 billion people across

For more information, visit

will last up to 12 years and cover delivery

the globe.

mastercard.com.

of not only traditional driver’s licenses,

The company’s cards will become more

but also services and technologies that
will bring the state further into the age of
the digital DMV.

sustainable as Mastercard aims to source
better materials for them. To reduce firstuse plastics in its cards, it will follow

IDEMIA has provided physical ID cards

standards to create bio-sourced, chlorine-

and technology to California for more

free and degradable cards, which are

than 64 years.

labelled with a new badge to show the

For more information, visit idemia.com.

Mastercard: The Sustainable Future
of Payment Services

Valid USA Named ICMA Élan Award
Finalist
Valid USA has been named a finalist of the
prestigious 2021 Élan Award of Excellence
by the International Card Manufacturers

users that they are produced sustainably.

Association (ICMA).

On the subject of cards, the Wildlife

Valid USA is a finalist for the Loyalty,

Impact Card will also give the company a
sustainable edge as it aims to support the
one million plan and animal species that

Promotional and Gift Card category for
the Target Flying Ghosts Card for Stored
Value Solutions (SVS) and a finalist for the
Best Secure Payment Card category for

In 2021, Mastercard reported on its

are at risk of extinction. These gift cards

achievements in the realm of sustainability,

are designed for customers with a passion

which incorporated financial support for

for nature and environmental action who

for Chase Card Services.

small businesses and underrepresented

wish to help protect wildlife.

For more information, visit valid.com.
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the Mandalorian Visa Dual Interface Card

ace news
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

ICMA’S LATEST

ACE-COMMERCIAL CLASS ANNOUNCED
ICMA would like to congratulate the following individuals who successfully completed the Advanced
Card Education (ACE)-Commercial training program:
NAME

TITLE

ORGANIZATION
NAME

NAME

TITLE

ORGANIZATION
NAME

Ana Almeida

Global Sales & Marketing Manager

ITW Brand Identity

Edgar Ruvalcaba

Supply Chain Analyst II

Credit One Bank

Steve Alongi

International Sales Manager

Caxton Mark, Inc.

Leigh Aubry

Marketing Director

CPS Cards

Juliet SooHoo

Sr. Product Designer

IDEMIA

Lisa Burkart

Customer Account Mgr

CPS Cards

Akshay Warikoo

Head of Strategy & Marketing / Card
& Digital Payments
G+D

Raquel Isherwood National Account Director

Neenah Paper

Alexander Wood

Process Engineer

Tricia Knauss

Customer Account Manager

CPS Cards

Christiane Zhao

Garret Ozbolt

Process Engineer II

IDEMIA

Head of Strategy & Marketing / Card
& Digital Payments
G+D

Andrea Popovic

Customer Relationship Manager

Perfect Plastic
Printing Corp.

IDEMIA

The purpose of ACE-Commercial training is to provide sales, marketing, customer service and other card industry
professionals at your company with the opportunity to learn the fundamentals of card manufacturing. Others who
may ﬁnd this training beneﬁcial include suppliers and consultants who want to have a deeper understanding of
the card industry opportunities and challenges experienced by card providers.
Employees who participate in the training series:
• Receive a high-level overview of the major
components of a card manufacturing business.
• Learn about the production of cards.
• Review customer service support and sales issues that
arise in the sale and support of card products and projects.
• Review top-of-mind questions and topics that customers

pre-requisites, but the program is only available to current
ICMA member companies.
The next ACE-Commercial training sessions are
scheduled for:
• Wednesday, July 13 at 11 a.m. ET
• Wednesday, August 24 at 11 a.m. ET
• Wednesday, November 2 at 11 a.m. ET

of card products may have.
Unlike ICMA’s other ACE programs, which require students

Employees who complete the training class will receive a

to pass an exam to achieve a corresponding certification,

certificate of completion.

ACE-Commercial is designed to provide employees in
customer-facing roles with high-level card industry education
without the need to enroll in certification-level curriculum.
Conducted by David Tushie, ICMA’s standards and technical
representative, ACE-Commercial is taught virtually in
two, two-hour sessions on the same day. There are no

The cost to attend the training is $249 per attendee or $210
per attendee for groups of five or more from the same
organization. Private company training is also available at
a reduced rate for groups of 10 or more.
For more information and to register, visit
icma.com/ace-commercial-training/.

ICMA.com
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SmartMetric Creates Credit Card
with Fingerprint Scanner

sustainable cards across all its global

Three central functions are integrated into

locations.

the chip, which can lower the number of

Having spent years of research and devel-

The rollout starts with its Premier credit

opment, SmartMetric has created what is

card, Premier debit card and Classic debit

considered to be one of the most advanced

card. It will then extend across further card

and leading-edge next generation product

products from May 2022 tentatively. The

in the credit card industry.

first rPVC cards will be issued to customers

A credit card that has built inside of it,

who require new or replacement cards.

a fingerprint reader that when you touch

To preserve their existing cards, recycled

a sensor on the card’s surface, scans the

plastic cards will be issued as their old

users fingerprint in less than a second.

cards expire. The new cards are made

The user’s fingerprint is compared with

from 85% recycled plastics originating

their pre-stored fingerprint inside the card

from industrial waste.

and when a fingerprint match occurs the

Being among the leading card issuers in

card is turned on. Instant secure user validation that goes beyond the use of a PIN
in protecting the use of a credit or debit
card when making a transaction.

Vietnam, HSBC’s move to rPVC cards will
help reduce carbon dioxide emissions
by nearly half a ton and save 0.2 ton of
plastic per year. Overall, HSBC Vietnam

The SmartMetric card is designed with its

together with other markets where the

own internal power source. This enables

HSBC Group operates can help reduce

the card to function and perform the

carbon dioxide emissions by 161 tons per

fingerprint scan prior to the card being

year and cut 73 tons of plastic waste per

inserted into a reader. This allows the

year globally. The switch is a first step in

card to be used at regular ATMs and

a gradual transition to issue cards made

places like a restaurant where the card

from sustainable materials, and HSBC

is taken away from the dining table to

will continue to evaluate other alternative

be processed.

materials too.

inside the card for identity validation of
the card user. It has large memory along
with a very fast processor making the card
an exciting new technology platform for
advanced multi applications performed on
the credit or debit card. Ushering in a new
dimension of advanced offerings for credit
card issuers.

Samsung Launches Fingerprint Security
for Payment Cards
Samsung is launching the industry’s
first fingerprint security IC (integrated
circuit)—S3B512C—that offers enhanced
biometrics for payment cards in an allin-one chip solution.
The new solution meets Mastercard’s Biometric Evaluation Plan Summary (BEPS)

HSBC Launches Recycled Plastic Cards
in Vietnam

criteria for biometric payment cards. The
security chip uses a fingerprint sensor
to read biometric information and then

HSBC Vietnam has launched Vietnam’s

“stores and authenticates encrypted data

first card made from recycled Polyvinyl

with a tamper-proof SE, and analyzes and

chloride (rPVC) plastic, as part of the

processes data with a secure processor.”

HSBC Group’s program to introduce
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biometric payment cards. The new security
IC is embedded, which makes biometric
payment cards faster and more secure.
With biometric authentication, there’s no
need for users to enter a PIN. Fraud is also
reduced if a card is lost or stolen because
access can only be gained with the user’s
uniquely stored fingerprint.
Encrypted fingerprint data is stored in a
SE that is globally certified by EMVCo,
CC EAL 6+ and others. The new IC was
developed using a proprietary fingerprint
authentication algorithm as well as a secure processor that extracts and analyzes
a fingerprint’s identifying information. The
chip also features anti-spoofing technology to fend off fraudsters attempting to
get around the security system with fake
fingerprints and other illicit methods.

Banks Design Vertical Cards
for Customers with Disabilities
Before launching vertical credit and debit
cards in August 2021, HSBC U.K. worked
with British charities to make its new de-

The SmartMetric Biometric Card goes
beyond using its sub microelectronics

chips card manufacturers need to develop

signs accessible for people with dementia,
visual impairments, learning difficulties,
dyslexia and color blindness.
Fintech issuers like Venmo and Neo
Financial had already been drawn to
vertical cards for the novelty and as a
way to differentiate themselves from
incumbent banks’ horizontal cards. But
for HSBC U.K. and other mainstream
banks, accessibility was the key consideration for choosing this design.
Issuing cards with a portrait orientation
aligns with the way in which consumers
hold their cards when they tap or dip
them at point-of-sale terminals, making
card payments more intuitive.

U.S. Has More Credit Cards Than Ever
U.S. lenders issued more credit cards
than ever last year, with a growing share
of them going to consumers with lower
credit scores.

The surge shows how lenders seeking

at $5,127, and remained well below

growth are eager to tap into consumers

pre-pandemic levels, TransUnion said.

who’ve largely been able to meet their
obligations even after pandemic stimulus
programs ended last year. Credit card
issuers have been ramping up marketing

A record 196 million Americans held

campaigns and competing to lure cus-

cards at the end of 2021, according to a

tomers. Interest rates charged on cards

report by credit-data agency TransUnion.

were at longtime highs last year relative

In the third quarter, the latest for which

to risk-free rates on Treasury debt.

detailed numbers are available, the number of new cards issued hit an all-time
high of 20.1 million, it said. Some 9 million of them went to so-called non-prime
borrowers, those with poor or fair credit.

Consumers are still relatively cautious
with their new cards. The average balance per borrower was little changed

One unknown risk for issuers is that
unless student loan repayments are forgiven or paused once again, millions of
Americans will have to meet those loan
obligations in May when the forbearance
period ends.
Student loan payments, typically in
the hundreds of dollars per month,
will force many households to make
budget decisions.

from a year earlier in the fourth quarter,

new members
PRINCIPAL MEMBER

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Green Hotel Cards Inc.
United States
Valerie Chan
greenhotelcards.com

Encres DUBUIT
France
Olivier Cocagne
encresdubuit.com

Upholding the mission “Make America Greener,” Green Hotel

Encres DUBUIT specializes in the design, manufacture and

Cards Inc. focuses on total green and innovative RFID key

sale of technical and industrial inks for screen printing, pad

cards with deforestation-free wood, with all raw materials

printing and digital printing. Since its creation, Encres DUBUIT

coming from commercially planted forests to ensure no

has remained at the forefront of technology by offering

further pollution to the environment.

personalized, high-quality and innovative solutions in UV

marketplace

and in solvent.

Evolis
United States
Jon Palmisano
us.evolis.com
Evolis offers a complete range of solutions for the identification
of people and assets: card printers, card personalization software, signature pads and identification accessories. Designing
and manufacturing card printers has been Evolis’ core business
for more than 20 years.
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2022

Seamless Asia
June 22-23, 2022
Virtual

May
ICMA Card Manufacturing
& Personalization EXPO

October

May 15-18, 2022

Money 20/20 USA

Saddlebrook Resort

October 24-27, 2022

Tampa, Florida, USA

Las Vegas, Nevada

November/December

June
Seamless Middle East
May 31 - June 1, 2022

Trustech
November 29 - December 1, 2022
Paris

Dubai

Money 20/20 Europe
June 7-9, 2022
Amsterdam
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